Capture and Transform Visio Diagrams as Models

Migrate Diagrams from Visio to Enterprise Architect

Typical questions arising when using MS Visio:

Q. Do I have to re-enter the same information for the Activities to create Activity Diagrams from my Use Cases?

Q. Can I generate a report showing my Requirements that are covered by my Use Cases?

Q. How can I get my Static Structure Diagram into a tool that will generate source code, reports and documentation?

Rapid Import – Immediate Access

• Migrate your MS Visio diagrams into Enterprise Architect, with ease
• Reuse process flows captured in Visio
• Utilize captured, enhanced, Visio information enterprise wide
• Gain maximum access to existing data

Full Integration – Enterprise Wide Availability

• Connect your diagrams with business goals, rules, requirements, capabilities and downstream artifacts such as SOA services, applications, systems, databases etc.
• Extensive support for team based modeling
• Share imported Visio diagrams via Cloud Service and enable availability through shared models
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Extend your Visio based information

Enterprise Architect reads Visio files directly. As a collaboration tool, Enterprise Architect redeems the Visio legacy and enables the full potential of the enterprise to be realised by making this information inclusive and available to every stakeholder through shared models.

Enterprise Architect allows you to easily record the Requirements for your system. To add a new Requirement, simply click on the New button, enter a name and add the Requirement’s description in the Notes field.

Enterprise Architect offers support for Mind Maps, to gathering Requirements, modelling the system, document generation, forward and reverse Code Engineering and more. On top of this rich functionality, Enterprise Architect gives you the ability to trace information, from concept to delivery and share information with everyone, including management, enhancing information value and supporting innovation.

Link Requirements to Use Cases and Use Cases to Activities

- Import your Use Case Diagrams and Activity Diagrams from Visio into Enterprise Architect
- Trace Requirements to Use Cases and Use Cases to Activities
- Extend imported diagrams or create new diagrams as necessary
- Attach a Scenario description to a Use Case and then parse to create a Structured Specification
- Generate an Activity Diagram and create Structured Specifications, from which to generate sub-process Activity Diagrams

Generate Reports

Enterprise Architect provides a powerful template driven report generation facility, to extract the data you want from your model and format it into professional reports for the many different stakeholders in your project.

For more information see: www.sparxsystems.com/visio